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armex Precision Tools Ltd. is a leading
manufacturer of high–quality cutting tools.
Carmex different product lines are recognized worldwide as advanced technology reliable
full range lines. Carmex supplies worldwide through
exclusive agents, distributors and its branches who
maintain extensive service and stock.
Carmex is known as a service oriented company
and a very competitive supplier.
Our products and the service we provide live up
to the highest standards and outperform them.

In 2003 Carmex opened C.P.T. GmbH, a sales
branch in Germany, in 2004 Carmex Precision
Tools LLC, a sales branch in Wisconsin, USA and
in 2008 Carmex Srl in Italy.
On August 2008 Carmex completed its transfer to
the new, modern factory.
In addition to the construction we invested in new
machinery and advanced equipment as part of
our strategy to keep our position in the first line of
high technology.

Product and Services

Carmex is certified by ISO 9001:2008, ISO
13485:2003, ISO 14001:2004, OHSAS 18001,
and CE.

Quality Assurance

Carmex specializes in the production of threading
tools for turning and milling.
The company’s products are used in factories or
machine tool shop in which materials are being
turned or milled by CNC (Computerized Numerical
Control) machines, or by conventional machines.

Special Characteristics
The company maintains high level of R&D in
order to offer products that include technological
innovations and advantages for the customers. To
support it Carmex do not compromise and use
equipment, raw materials and tools from leading
brands and highly skilled manpower.
Among our customers: Israel military industries,
Aerospace, Car, Medical, Die & molds industries.

Miniature Threading Tools and Swiss Tools
Carmex also manufactures a unique line of miniature and ultra-miniature threading tools meant to
cut down to 6 mm bore diameter, thus replacing
numerous types of taps. Carmex offers many kinds
of swiss tools for swiss machines.

Mill Thread Tools
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Carmex product lines includes - Thread Turning
inserts and holders, Indexable Mill-Thread inserts
and holders, Mill-Thread Solid-Carbide, Grooving
tools, Spiral Mill-Thread, Tiny-Tools for boring,
threading, grooving and profiling in small parts.
These products offer high quality, accurate geometry,
excellent cutting performance and extended tool life.
Most customer requirements are supplied immediately from our readily available wide range of stock.
In addition to the company’s standard lines many
special forms are offered in accordance with customers’ drawings.

The company manufactures advanced “Mill
Thread” lines of thread milling tools for modern
CNC machines.
Among Carmex unique developments is the
Spiral Mill Thread, a line of inserts and holders
for threading or finishing. Its special helical design
enables smooth cutting operations at high feed
rates and reduced machining time.
Carmex offer a wide range of Solid Carbide
Thread Mills for threading from M1.0 x 0.25, or for
threading hardened materials up to 62 HRC. All
the tools are made with helical flutes and coated
with the most advanced coating technology.

Brief History

Seeking

Established in 1988 the company is located in a stateof-the-art facility in the North West part of Israel.

Distributors, Agents, O.E.M partners, End-users.
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